**WHAT IS IT?**
The Chicago Manual of Style (CMS) is used for formatting and documenting work in a variety of disciplines. Using CMS correctly increases a writer’s credibility by demonstrating knowledge of disciplinary conventions. CMS includes two systems of documentation: Note-Bibliography (NB) and **Author-Date (AD)**. This handout provides basic guidelines for the **AD** method, which is preferred by some researchers in the social sciences and sciences. For complete information, consult *The Chicago Manual of Style*, 16th edition (2010); *The Chicago Manual of Style Online* (select the “**Author-Date**” tab at http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html); or visit the KSU Writing Center.

**USING SOURCES IN CMS WITH THE AUTHOR-DATE (AD) METHOD**

- Cite all borrowed (paraphrased or quoted) information from a source.
- The AD method uses in-text, parenthetical citations much like MLA or APA: the author’s last name, year of publication, and [if available] page number are placed in parentheses before the sentence’s concluding punctuation.
- Use your own words and voice to summarize and paraphrase source information. Limit quotations to instances in which the author’s wording is unique or powerful, exact wording is necessary for accuracy, or original language adds proof to the argument.
- Introduce summaries, paraphrases, and direct quotations with signal phrases that demonstrate your knowledge of the source or author and/or how the source fits into your research.
- Quotations longer than 100 words (at least 6 lines of typed text) can be indented as “block quotations.” Omit quotation marks, continue double spacing, and place the parenthetical citation after the concluding punctuation.

**IN-TEXT CITATIONS WITH THE AUTHOR-DATE (AD) METHOD**

In-text citations direct readers to the longer source citations found on the references page and should “match” the source information there.

**AUTHOR-DATE CITATION**

New technologies have helped rekindle interest in found arrowheads (Mann 2013).

**CITATION WITH A SIGNAL PHRASE** (if the author’s name is in the sentence, do not include it in the in-text citation)

Mann (2013) argues that new technologies have helped rekindle interest in found arrowheads.

**SOURCES WITH FIXED PAGINATION** (add a comma and the page number)

The Clovis arrowheads are “the oldest American artifacts – made and used by the first Americans” (Stanford and Bradley 2012, 159).

Stanford and Bradley (2012) state that the Clovis arrowheads are “the oldest American artifacts – made by the first Americans” (159).

**SOURCES WITH TWO OR THREE AUTHORS** (include all authors’ last names)

The science of carbon dating stone weaponry has seen few advances in recent years (Hall, Case, and Jones 2012).

**SOURCES WITH FOUR OR MORE AUTHORS** (include the last name of the first author followed by “et al.”)

In the past four years, considerable advances have been made in dating stone weaponry (Hall et al. 2016).

**PRINT SOURCES WITH NO KNOWN DATE** (use “n.d.” in place of the date)

Both popular and historical battle fiction draw on the findings of researchers (Hall n.d.).
REFERENCE PAGE ENTRIES WITH THE AUTHOR-DATE (AD) METHOD

- The reference page comes immediately after the paper’s main body and is double-spaced. On the first line, center the word "References" in all caps. Begin entries on the next line using hanging indentation (first line of each entry is flush-left; subsequent lines are indented).
- Alphabetize entries by the last name of each work’s first author. If no author is provided, alphabetize using the name of the authoring organization or the title of the work.
- Every work cited in-text in your paper must have a reference page entry; do not include works you do not cite.
- The basic format for entries is as follows: Author Last Name, First Name. Year. Title. Place of Publication: Publisher.
- Visit http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html (select “Author-Date” tab) for more examples.

BOOK

BOOK WITH TWO OR MORE AUTHORS

BOOKS WITH TEN OR MORE AUTHORS

ELECTRONIC BOOK (include book format)

ARTICLE IN A JOURNAL (include volume, followed by issue in parentheses, and page range)

ARTICLE IN A JOURNAL FROM A DATABASE (include doi [digital object identifier], database name, or stable URL)


MAGAZINE OR NEWSPAPER ACCESSED ONLINE


WEBSITE (include Title of Site and date site was accessed by you or date last modified)


PAGE FROM WEBSITE

CORPORATE AUTHOR